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1.
Chain recurrent points have been introdu$(:e$ by C. Coriley [7]. They
play an important role in the theory of attractors and in several other
$c\zeta 1_{l}\backslash ^{\urcorner}pe(:ts$ of topological $dyn_{c}^{\zeta}\iota mic_{\text{ }1}^{\backslash \backslash ^{\urcorner}}$ of a continuous map $\int(1$1 a compact
metric space $X$ . The key theorem here is Conley’s Decomposition
Theorem wltich says that the space $Xde(:om\iota)(se\backslash ^{\backslash }irlt\dot{c})tl_{1}e(_{J}^{\backslash }hail1$ re-
current set CR$(f\cdot)$ (see \S 2 for definition) and the rest, wliere the ac-
tion is gradient-like (see [7] for definition). Note that the chain $rec\iota\iota r-$
rent set contains all nonwandering points in that including the “gen-
uine”recurrent points.r (i.e., such that $x$ belongs to tlie closure of its
forward orbit), minimal subsets $(-3J)(1$ periodic orbits.
Another motivation for studying chain recurrent sets in this par-
ticular context (of ri-dimensional locally $(r?$. $-1)$ -connected spaces) is
provided by two other results: The first one is Pugh $\mathfrak{i}\grave{\tau}$ Closing Lemma,
which allows to replace chain recurrent points by $pel\cdot iodic$ ones (by
slightly perturbing the map):
Theorem ([13] for manifolds). Let (X, d) be an rt-dimensional locally
$(n-1)$ -connected compact metric space, whcre $n\geq 0$ (for $n=0$ , skip
th,$e$ local $con71$,cctedness $(r_{L}ssumptio7b)_{i}$ and $f$ : $Xarrow X$ be a map. If
$x\in$ CR$(f)$ , then for every $\epsilon>0,$ $th,ere$ exists a map $g:Xarrow X$ such
that the uniform $di\backslash t:anced(f, g)<\llcorner\zeta$. and $x$ is a periodic point of $g$ .
Sketch of proof. $\backslash ’\iota_{e}^{\tau}$ give here an outline in the case when $X$ is n-
dimensional locally $(7t-1)$-connected, $n\in \mathbb{N}$ . Let $x\in$ CR$( \int)$ , and
any $\vee\wedge->0$ is given. WVe may assume $x\not\in$ Per$(f)$ .
Since $X$ is locally $(n-1)$-connected, we have a $\xi$ such that $0<\xi<$
$\hat{c}/2$ and
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(1) for every map $\varphi$ : $Aarrow X$ from a closed set $A$ of a compact
metric space $Z$ with $\dim Z\leq n$ and diam$[{\rm Im}\varphi]<\xi$ , there exists
an extension $\tilde{\varphi}$ : $Zarrow X$ of $\varphi$ satisfying diam $[{\rm Im}\tilde{\varphi}]<\epsilon/2$ .
Using uniform continuity of $f$ , we also take $a$ . $\delta>0$ such that
(2) if $A\subseteq X$ with diam$[A]<\delta$ , then diam$[f\cdot(A)]<\xi/2$ .
Then t,ake a $\xi/2$-chain $\{x_{0}=x, x_{1}, \ldots, x_{k}=x\}$ of least possible
length $k$ ; hence, $k\geq 1$ and $x_{i}\neq x_{j}$ for $0\leq i<j\leq k-1.1!Ve$ have an
open neighborhood $U_{i}$ of $x_{i}$ in $X,$ $0\leq i\leq k:-1$ , such that dialn[Cl $U_{i}$ ] $<$
$\delta$ for $0\leq i\leq k-1$ , and Cl $U_{i}\cap CltJ_{\dot{j}}=\emptyset$ for $0\leq i<j\leq k-1$ . For
each $i\in\{0, \ldots, \lambda.*-1\}$ , we define the map $\varphi_{i}$ : Bd $U_{i}\cup\{x_{i}\}arrow X$ by
$\varphi_{i}=f$ on Bd $U_{i}$ and $\varphi_{i}(x_{i})=x_{i+1}$ . Since diam $[{\rm Im}\varphi_{i}]<\xi$ by (2), we
have an extension $\tilde{\varphi}_{i}$ : Cl $U_{i}arrow X$ of $\varphi_{i}$ with diam $[{\rm Im}\tilde{\varphi}_{i}]<\epsilon/2$ by (1).
Now we define the map $g$ : $Xarrow X$ by $g=f$ on $X \backslash \bigcup_{i=0}^{k-1}[f_{i}$ and
$g=\tilde{\varphi}_{i}$ on Cl $U_{i}$ for $0\leq i<j\leq k-1$ . Then it is ea.sy to see that
$d(f.g)<\epsilon$ and $x\in$ Per$(g)$ . $\square$
The second is the result by Block and Franke [4, Theorein $H$], which
characterizes the case where all chain recurrent points are nonwander-
ing, in t.erms of stability of the nonwandering set under perturbations:
Theorem ([4] for manifolds). Let (X, d) be an n-dimensional locally
$(n-1)$ -connected cornpact metric space, where $n\geq 0$ (for $n=0$ , skip
the local connectedness assumption), and $f$ : $Xarrow X$ be a m.ap. Then
$\Omega(f)=$ CR$(f)$ if and only if $f$ does not permit $\Omega$-explosions; that is.
for every $\epsilon>0$ there exists a $\delta>0$ such that if $g$ : $Xarrow X$ with
$d(f, g)<\delta_{i}$ then each point of $\Omega(g)$ belongs to the $\epsilon$ -neighborhood of
$\Omega(f),$ $u)here\Omega(h)$ means the nonwandering set of a map $h.$ .
It is hence quite important to know how large the set $CR(f)$ is. In
many systems the $chs_{f}in$ recurrent set indeed turns out to be small, for
example, Franzov\’a [9] proved that if $X$ denotes the interval then for
a generic (in the uniform metric) continuous maps the chain recurrent
set has Lebesgue measure zero.
2.
We now give the terniinology and notation needed in what follows.
A map on $X$ is a continuous function $f$ : $Xarrow X$ from a space $X$ to
itself; $f^{0}$ is the identity lnap, a.lid for every $n\geq 0$ . $f^{n+1}=f^{n}of$ . The
dimension $\dim X$ of a space $X$ nieans the covering dimension (see [8]
and [12] $)$ . By a graph, we mean a connected one-dimensional compact
polyhedron. We let $f$ : $Xarrow X$ be a map from a cornpact metric
space (X, d) to itself. Let.$r,\cdot y\in X$ . An $\epsilon$-chain from $x$ to $y$ is a finite
sequence of points $\{\prime t:_{0}, x_{1}, \ldots.x_{r\iota}\}$ of $X$ such that, $x_{0}=x,$ $x_{n}=y$ and
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$d(f(x_{i-3}), x_{i})<\prime_{-}^{\simeq}$ for $i=1,$ $\ldots$ , $7l_{\text{ }}$ We say $x$ can be chained to $y$ if for
every $\vee r>0$ there exists an $\epsilon$-chain from $x$ to $y$ , and we say $x$ is chain
$re_{J}cu\gamma\cdot\gamma ent$ if it can be chained to itself. The set of all chain recurrent
poirlts is called the chain $reC^{}l\cdot 7’\gamma e^{J}nt$ set of $f$ and denoted by CR$(f)$ . The
chain recurrent set is non-empty, closed in $X$ and $f$-strongly invariant,
and the set depends only on the topology. A point $x\in X$ is said $t_{\mathfrak{l}}o$ be
wanderirt.$g$ if for solne neighborhood $V$ of $x,$ $f^{n}(V)\cap V=\emptyset$ for all $r|_{\text{ }}>0$ .
The set of points which are not wandering is called the nonufande$7^{\cdot}ing$
set and denoted by $\Omega(f)$ .
We statc fundamental facts from geometric topology. A space $X$
is said to be locally $(n-1)$ -connected if for every $x\in X$ and every
neighborhood $ll$ of $x$ in $X$ , there exists a neighborhood $V\subseteq U$ of $x$ in
$X$ such that every map $f$. : $S^{k}arrow V$ extends to a map $f:B^{k+1}arrow U$
for every $0\leq k\leq n-1$ , where $S^{k}$ and $B^{k+1}$ stand for the unit k-
dimensional sphere and the unit $(k+1)$ -dimensional ball of the $(k+1)-$
$di_{lt}iensi_{o1}ia1$ Euclidean space, respectively.
Here is our main result.
Theorem 2.1 ([15]). Let (X, d) be an n-dimensional locally $(n-1)-$
connected compact metric space, where $\prime rl\cdot\geq 0$ (for $n=0$ we simply skip
the local connectedness assumption), and $l^{l}$. be a finite Borel measure
on $X$ without atoms at the isolated points of X. Then the set of maps
on $X$ with the chain $recu\uparrow’ 7ent$ set $of/\iota$ -measure zero is residual in the
space of all $map_{\backslash }\backslash$ on $X$ .
Remark 1. (1) Tlie interval case $lnod\iota ilo$ Lebesgue measure of the
theorem above was proved }$)y$ Franzov\’a [9].
(2) Analogous results to Theorem 2.1, Corollary 2.2 and Theo-
rem 3.1 (below) hold for the nonwandering set of a map.
(3) The main theorem is false if $\mu$ has an atom at the isolated points
of $X$ .
(4) It is well known that any $f-i\iota iva.riant_{\mathfrak{l}}$ finite $1 ne_{\dot{\zeta}}.u:1tre\int 4$, is sup-
ported bv the set of recurrent points ([14]). In particular
$l^{x(CR(f))}>0$ . This implies that with all the assumptions of
Theorem 2.1, a generic map $f$ does not preserve a given finite
measure $\mu.$ .
NVe note that a manifold and a polyhedron are locally contractible.
$T1_{1}e$ n-dimensional universal Menger compactum $ilI_{r\iota}^{2n+1}$ is obtained by
a process of successively deleting cubes from the $(2n+1)$-cube (see [8,
p. 96]. [2], [11] $)$ . When $n=0$ , we obtain the Cantor set, and when
$n=1$ , the Menger eurve (which is referred to as the $h:Ie\iota iger$ sponge
in the $fr_{acta1}$ literature). A compact n-dimensional Menger manifold
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is a compact metric space locally homeomorphic to the $r,-(1i_{1}nensiona.1$
universal AIenger compactum $11f_{n}^{27l+1}$ . A topological characterization
of a compact n-dimensional Menger manifold obtained by Bestvina
[2] (cf. Anderson [1] for $n=1$ ) is: a compact lnetric space $X$ is
an n-dimensional Menger manifold if and only if it is n-diniensional,
locally $(\cdot n$. $-1)$-connected, and satisfies the disjoint n-cells property.
Kato, Kawamura, Tuncali and Tymchatyn [11] studied measure theo-
retic properties of the dynalnics of Menger manifolds.
Corollary 2.2 ([15]). Let $X$ be a compact and $n-dime7.sional$ either
manifold, Menger manifold or polyhedron with no isolated points, ivhe $7^{\backslash }$ )
$n\in N$ , and $\mu$ be a finite Borel measure on X. Then th, $e$ set of maps
on $X$ with the chain recurrent set of $\mu$,-measure zero is residual in the
space of all maps on $X$ .
3.
We give an application of the rnain theorem to $elyrlamic,al$ systems
of graph maps.
Theorem 3.1 ([15]). Let $G$ be a gmph. Then the set of maps on $G$
with $tf|_{\text{ }}e$ chain recurrent set being totally disconnected is residual in the
space of all maps on $G$ .
PtIotivated by the result above, we discuss the relation between the
chain recurrent set and its connectivity. We need some definitions. A
map $f$. : $Xarrow X$ is said to be chain $t_{7}an\sigma\cdot itive$ if for every.$l_{\text{ }}\cdot,$ $y\in X,$ $’|_{\text{ }}$
can be chained to $y$ .
The next is a slight extension of Theorem 2.8 in [6] to the case of
the chain recurrent sets of arbitrary surjective maps.
Proposition 3.2 ([15]). Let $f$ : $Xarrow X$ be a surjective map $07|$. $a$
compact metric space $(X, d)$ . If the restriction $f|_{CR(f)}$ : CR$(f)arrow$
CR$(f)$ is chain transitive, then CR.$(f)=X$ .
Proposition 3.3 ([15]). Let $f$ : $Xarrow X$ be a surjective map on a
compact metric space $(X, d)$ . If the chain recurrent set CR$(f)$ of $f$ is
$connected_{j}$ then CR$(f)=X$ .
Remark 2. If $f$. : $Xarrow X$ is surjective and CR$(f)\neq X$ , then CR$(f)$
must be disconnected by Proposition 3.3. Using a similar argument to
tha.$t$ in the proof (without measurable argument) of Theorem 2.1, the
property CR$(f)\neq X$ is generic if $X$ is an n.-dimensional locally $(n.-1)-$
connected compact metric space, where $n\geq 0$ (for $n=0$ , skip the local
connected condition. but on further condition “with an accumulation
point:’).
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Question. Is a totally disconnected property of the $(,\cdot h_{\dot{\zeta}}\iota i\iota 1$ recurrent set
generic?
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